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ABSTRACT
With the advent of the computer and the Internet, many higher institutions in Malaysia have begun to integrate conventional teaching with these two technologies. This approach in learning which is also called ‘blended learning’ offers significant benefits, namely time and location shifting. However, the principles applied to activities designed as a blended course must be taken into consideration—especially when the students are off campus adult learners with minimal opportunity to attend conventional tutorials. A study was conducted to look into this issue by seeking feedback from adult learners regarding blended learning within an academic reading course at a Malaysian public university, National University of Malaysia (UKM). The study was aimed at finding ways to improve the course offered to off campus students who were scattered throughout the country. The method of inquiry of this study is qualitative in nature and which utilizes observation, Think-aloud Protocol and semi-structured interviews as the research instruments. The subjects of this study were selected off campus students who were attached to various hospitals. The focus of this paper is to discuss the students’ feedback pertaining to the designed hypermedia and comprehension questions. This paper also explains some pedagogic implications. The implications drawn is of great value to the students; teachers as the facilitators; teachers as the course designers and the administrators in improving blended learning course offered to UKM off campus students.
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INTRODUCTION
Since the 1950’s Computer Assisted Language Learning (Beatty, 2003) or CALL has been used as resource for language learning. Throughout the early years of CALL, students had to move to a computer lab or computer terminal for instruction, but CALL has progressed tremendously since then. Currently, with the advent of computer technology and the changes in government policy, English language lessons such as reading can now be conducted in virtual classrooms utilizing the computers and the Internet. Reading, as a skill, is an important component of language teaching and learning (Wallace, 2010). It is argued that when there is little reading especially in formal education, there would be little language learning taking place (Nuttall, 2005; Wallace, 2010). For that reason, many language programs incorporate reading lessons. In a conventional reading course, students obtain their input through lectures and tutorials in lecture halls and classrooms. If the students face any difficulties in their reading, they can always seek assistance from their respective teachers or their fellow classmates. With CALL, the traditional ways of learning has evolved to include the use of new technologies to enhance the teaching and learning, as well as the development of reading skills among learners. From 2008 to 2010 distance learners in the Allied Sciences Faculty at the National University of Malaysia (UKM) took English for Life Sciences which was a preparatory reading course to equip the students with relevant reading strategies for use in their coursework. The main objective is that by the end of the course, the students would be able to apply the appropriate reading strategies that can facilitate their reading of academic reading materials especially on Life Sciences. The course designers who were also the researchers, however, were aware that they should not be blinded with all the positive aspects of CALL as highlighted by various studies. Findings of studies suggested that students, particularly adult learners, faced many difficulties in comprehending hypermedia documents. Thus, the researchers felt that it was crucial to embark on a study to investigate the issue on local ground. The main objective of this study was to investigate the distance learners’ perception of the reading materials in the course which is in the form of hypermedia documents. The major question for this study was: what are the learners’ perceptions of the designed hypermedia? It is hoped that the findings of the study could guide and facilitate the course designers in designing better hypermedia documents especially for the teaching of English for Specific Purposes reading course.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Integrating ICT in English for Specific Purposes Courses in a Malaysian Setting
Technology in a language course is used to tailor to the needs of specific groups of users. Some educators (Ramesh & Sanjaya, 2007; Wallace, 2010) categorize the purposes for reading into several categories, namely survival, educational, environmental, informational, occupational, recreational and ritualistic. In general, higher institutions in Malaysia try to equip their students for using English for environmental, occupational and
Informal purposes (Halimah, 1998). The educators also try to create contexts so that the students could fully function in these three main areas. To date, higher institutions in Malaysia normally offer one or all three types of English courses: English for Proficiency, English for Specific Purposes or English for the Workplace to equip the students for the abovementioned purposes (Radha, 2007). It is argued that local tertiary students encounter problems when reading academic texts (Radha, 2007). This problem is a serious problem in the Malaysian context because most of the references at the tertiary level are written in English. Furthermore, with the advent of the Internet, many students at the tertiary level read from websites to equip themselves with relevant knowledge in completing their assignments and preparing for tests and examinations.

In Malaysia, the use of virtual classrooms in the teaching of English is quite new. Most virtual classrooms offered at higher institutions use the hybrid approach since most Malaysian educators as well as the students are still in the transition between traditional and e-learning mode (Rozhan & Helen, 2004). According to Keerti (2009), a hybrid program is a program which combines a myriad of methods namely face-to-face classroom (physical delivery), online programs and self-paced learning. Thus, the users, namely both the educators and the students, need to adapt to the new technology to gain the benefits that technology offers. As Dail (2004: 24) wrote in her doctoral thesis, “as the computer technology evolves to meet the demands of society, society must continue to adapt to changes in the technology”. Further to this, teaching and learning styles have been altered due to the widespread use of the Internet and the World Wide Web (WWW) (Grabe & Stoller 2002; Wallace, 2010). The teaching and learning in higher institutions in Malaysia is also very much affected by these developments, in addition to the government policy to promote lifelong education. Online learning through the utilization of the Internet is seen as the right move toward fulfilling both the needs of new media as language learning resource, and addressing lifelong education as envisaged by the government. However, in the Malaysian setting, online learning is closely associated with, or rather restricted to, distance learning whereby students take a particular course off campus, therefore, may not be at the same place to learn the subject, and the learning takes place via online (Norlida, 2006).

The English for Life Sciences course focused in the study employed blended learning approach but utilized the use of virtual classrooms for its reading component. Blended learning, as mentioned previously, is a combined instructional method, namely face-to-face instruction with computer-mediated instruction. It has been argued that one of the benefits of blended learning is an increased access to knowledge (Lee & Chung Hyun, 2013). The course designers were interested to see how far the use of online materials (heretofore known as hypermedia documents) that they designed or adopted were an efficient and a good way to help students develop their reading skills, according to the perceptions of the students. According to Beatty (2003), hypermedia refers to hypertexts but the links are not just from text to text but they also involve links to various media such as sound, images, animation and/or video. By conducting research on the users’ perceptions of the use of hypermedia, necessary improvements could be made to the designed hypermedia in order to tailor to the needs of many parties in their own institution namely the teachers, distance learners and the administrators.

**ADULT LEARNERS AND READING**

This study involved adult learners as research participants, thus, it is essential to describe the characteristics of adult learners since they have different characteristics in comparison to young learners. The participants in this study could be categorized as adult learners as they fulfill the definitions given by many scholars. Knowles and Holton (1998) defined adult learners as people who have arrived at self-concept. That is, they are able to be responsible and take charge of their own life particularly learning. They would tend to grow resentment to others who impose their wills on them. They prefer to be involved in the decision making process which involve their well-being. Carnine et al. (1997) emphasized that adult learners are capable of appraising, managing and regulating their own reading performance). Other scholars including Miller and Stine Morrow (1998) added that adults are able to conceptualize the content of what they have read. They could relate their prior knowledge to bring meaning and later to develop better understanding of the reading materials.

All the adult learners in the course offered at UKM possessed a Diploma in related fields of Life Sciences. Therefore, as far as reading is concerned, they could relate their academic knowledge and working experience toward enhancing their reading comprehension. Apparently, adults are capable of becoming self-directed learners as they possess the characteristics mentioned earlier and additionally, due to their greater sense of responsibility, are able to manage their time wisely in comparison to youths (Timarong et al., 2000).

Due to the above characteristics of adult learners, the course designers designed the course (English for Life Sciences) materials, activities and evaluations accordingly. This course which adopted a hybrid approach allowed the adult learners, as students of the course, to have more freedom in ‘managing, regulating and appraising their own reading and performance’ (Carnine et al. (1997), as mentioned earlier on in this article.
They were given ample time to navigate their own reading, and to complete their assignments. However, the adult learners were still provided with sufficient support with regard to resources, templates, guides and samples. The class instructor also served as a facilitator to guide them in reading the hypermedia documents, and in answering the reading comprehension questions. The class instructor also modeled the usage of hypermedia reading strategies (Corbel, 2004). They could also discuss with their classmates via online forum to complement each other’s understanding of the reading materials and to provide social support. Social support is pivotal to create a sense of belonging among distance learners (Pica et al., 1989). The assistance of their peers through collaborative learning could help the students’ maintain their motivation, attain/acquire new skills and reading strategies, check their understanding and share new ideas (Murphy & Gazi, 2003).

In many cases, adults relative to children can resist new reading strategies as they are already comfortable with their own reading strategies (Laird, 1985). Nevertheless, in the current scenario, adult learners do not have much choice but to adjust themselves to a new curriculum (Knowles & Holton, 1998). It is further explained that new information can also be perceived as a tool that leads to changes which some adults resist. In this instance, the process of unlearning the already existing reading strategies is a need even though the process is difficult. This process can also be lengthy because they need to learn new hypermedia reading strategies and unlearn the existing reading strategies at the same time. This could be problematic for some adult learners.

Another researcher, Tseng (2008) conducted an interesting research on learners’ difficulties in reading websites. His participants were asked to do reading comprehension exercises on the Internet. His interviews show that readers faced some difficulties including eyestrain, the tendency to skip lines and getting lost on the computer screens. They also had difficulties in taking notes as well as in overcoming old reading habits, and had the tendency to get distracted by reading irrelevant websites. Based on his findings, he proposed some pedagogical suggestions accordingly. His suggestions included the need for the teacher to be cautiously selective in choosing educational websites for their students, and the need to train the students on how to adjust the computer screens and web pages on their own. His study also revealed that teachers should also teach their students how to read texts on the web.

It is safe to conclude that adult learners’ ability to comprehend the hypermedia documents is heavily dependent on how they are capable of relating the information of the hypermedia documents to their existing knowledge and their capability of adapting themselves to the accompanying assignments given to them (Carrel, 1987; Yahya, 2008). Their inability to do so will lead them to feel unmotivated and inhibited to read (Laird, 1985). Hence, they need to be given appropriate scaffolding instructions and assistance to ascertain their success in learning particularly in a course which integrates a lot of reading activities using hypermedia documents.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

Cognitive Theories

Cognitivism is a study of what happens in the brain or the study of mental processes namely sensation, perception, attention, encoding and memory which behaviorists do not examine in their theories (Jordan et al., 2008). Cognitivists believe that human learn in linear form (Jordan et al., 2008), involving mental processes such as mental planning, goal-setting and organizational strategies. In this regard, the use of meaningful feedback is important in order to facilitate and support crucial mental connections that aid comprehension (of certain subject materials). Learners’ data processing mechanism identifies a particular (language) learning opportunity, processes and retrieves the information for the purpose of gaining understanding of the information, makes the necessary connections for creating new knowledge and assimilating new information. Cognitivists believe that if educators are able to understand how the learning process (such as organizing and processing of information) takes place, they are able to design learning activities to optimize learning.

Cognitive theories are also relevant to adult learners. Adult learners also learn in linear form. Humans go through a few stages when they develop their intellectual capacity but it does not stop when the learners reach a certain age (Rogers, 2002) or a certain stage (Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Rogers (2002) states that a person is more intelligent at the age of 50 than 30 as his intelligence is more developed at this point of time. He adds that in order for a person to learn, he must first need to understand. With reference to hypermedia documents, a question worth asking is how these kinds of documents present difficulties for adult learners? Rogers (2002) and Lantolf and Thorne (2006) suggest that learning materials in the form of hypermedia documents necessitates the application of certain guiding principles. One is that hypermedia documents should be divided into meaningful units and then mastered. The hypermedia documents should then be developed from simple to complex. Moreover, there is a need for hypermedia documents for adult learners to include practice of intellectual exercises. It is because at this age they prefer activities which challenge their intellectual capabilities. One of the activities that promote higher degree of comprehension is exploration. Unlike in traditional reading lessons.
where the answers or responses are delayed, prompt answers should accompany the multimedia exercises so as to enable the readers to evaluate their abilities quickly. After assessing their reading comprehension level, they would then adjust their hypermedia reading strategies to improve their reading comprehension.

The design of the reading component comprising hypermedia documents in the course offered to the Life Sciences students at UKM was based on the suggestions given by Rogers (2002) and Lantolf & Thorne (2006). Nevertheless, it is not possible for the course designers to speculate on the perceived usefulness of the documents, or the reasons behind any difficulties encountered in using the hypermedia documents among the relevant students. In this respect, although the principles behind its design were adhered to during the design stage, it was felt necessary to conduct a study that seek the adult learners’ perceptions of the designed hypermedia in order to shed light on the issue that may arise in the use of the documents among adult learners. It is hoped that this study could provide some insights for the course designers to improve upon the designed hypermedia and ultimately enhance the students’ reading comprehension of English for Life Sciences materials.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research design employed by the researcher in this study is a case study in order to conduct an intensive study of a specific group of people. Merriam (2009) defines a case study as a study which is aimed at gaining a comprehensive understanding of a situation and it is a process rather than the outcome or product of the phenomena. Under the umbrella of a case study, this study is known as an intrinsic case study which intends to catch the complexity of a single case. Thus, the findings could not be used to generalize to the general population (Stake, 1995). The findings could only be applicable to a group of people which possesses the same characteristics or traits (Miles & Huberman, 1994). This complies with the objective of the researchers whereby there was no intention to study this specific case to understand other cases.

Trochim (2006) and Merriam (2009) proposed that in a case study, a combination of research instruments should be used to corroborate the data evidence or to serve the purpose of triangulation. By adopting a few research tools, the findings of each research tool will at the end be able to cross-illuminate each other (Perakyla, 2000). The research tools employed in this study were observations, semi-structured interviews, and Think Aloud Protocol (TAP). If there are any discrepancies among these sources of data, the researcher asked the participant/s further questions in the following meeting so as to resolve the discrepancies. The researcher has taken some necessary measures to ascertain the validity and reliability of this study. The measures include expert validation of questions for the semi-structured interview questions, member checks/participant validation and audit trail. These measures are proposed by Uma Sekaran (2004:3) in that, “… the reliability measures indicate the extent to which it is without bias and hence ensures consistent measurement across time and across the various items in the instrument”. The measures utilized are also recommended by Creswell (2003), in particular the need for researchers to be honest since the researcher is the main instrument. Yin (2009) notes that in a case study, all measures must be applied throughout the conduct of the case study.

In order to observe qualitative research etiquettes, the data was arranged according to the participants’ pseudonyms. The participants were assured that their real names would not be revealed so as to not to breach their privacy (Angrosino, 2000). In addition, the researcher also sought consent from the participants. Only participants who volunteered were accepted as the participants of the study. The researcher made prior appointment according to the participants’ convenience. The interview responses were transcribed verbatim.

DATA COLLECTION TOOLS
In order to obtain the answers to the research question posed in the study, observation, TAP and semi-structured interviews were utilized. The participants were observed individually for five times. The researcher went to the participants’ workplace or homes in order to observe them reading the prescribed hypermedia documents. Each observation lasted between 60 to 80 minutes. While reading, the participants also employed Think Aloud Protocol to express their perceptions of the hypermedia documents uploaded earlier onto the UKM website. The TAP was then followed by semi-structured interviews which lasted about 30 minutes each participant.

PARTICIPANTS & SETTING
First year students registered in the Allied Sciences Faculty were required to enroll in an English course namely English for Life Sciences. The course focuses primarily on reading life sciences hypermedia documents from diverse sources namely books, journal, newspapers, websites and magazines. These hypermedia documents were adapted and uploaded as the prescribed reading for this course.

The designed hypermedia documents were used by the distance learners; all of whom were adult learners with at least a few years working experience in health related organizations. At the time of the study, the learners were
attained to hospitals, municipal councils and universities. Their ages ranged between 30 and 45 years old. The
students had limited face-to-face meetings with their facilitators and fellow classmates, that is, they only saw one
another during the initial two weeks. For the remaining twelve weeks of the semester, the students studied at
home or workplace. They became ‘self-directed learners’ until Week 15 when they gathered at UKM to sit for
the final exams. There were eight participants in this study.

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
In general, when the participants were asked about the contents of the hypermedia documents prepared by the
course designers, the interview responses were varied. First, most of the participants viewed that the number of
reading articles was sufficient. Second, two of the research participants regarded the contents as being good,
relevant and beneficial for their studies and work. The participants INTAM and INTFA (pseudonyms) stated
that: “Some of the contents are good. I could obtain a lot of knowledge from the reading materials” and “I
believe the hypermedia help me since they are related to medical science. They are also relevant because they
discuss updated issues and general knowledge”. As adult learners, it is very essential for the learning materials to
be relevant and directly applicable to their working environment (Akyel & Ercetin, 2007). Adult learners do not
learn for the sake of learning but to perform a task, to solve a problem or to lead a more satisfying life (Laird,
1985).

The above participants also mentioned that the teacher should select credible websites as they had found a few
inaccurate statements in the hypermedia documents. The participants in the study were adult learners who
possessed a Diploma in health sciences and had a few years of working experience. There is, therefore, a good
likelihood that they could identify credible sources and those which were not credible such as texts from the
Wikipedia, newspaper articles and blogs whose writers are people who may or may not come from a medical
background. It is also possible that the respondents were able to identify inaccurate information which appeared
in some of the hypertexts using previous schemata.

With reference to contents, in contrary to INTAM and INTFA, many of the other participants commented that
the contents of the hypermedia documents were uninteresting which caused them to read only 40% to 60% of the
uploaded hypermedia documents on the UKM website. When probed further, the participants cited reasons such
as the presence of a large number of unfamiliar words especially jargons and terminologies (“some of the words
are too high level for me as I regard my English as at moderate level. When the contents contain many
unfamiliar words, I would feel bored”). However, for INTAM, the hypermedia documents were not difficult. This
difference in opinion could be due to a few reasons. One is that INTAM was used to reading journal articles in
the Life Science discipline, as expressed in the following statement: “I’m used to reading journals so I don’t
have much problem thus far”. It could be said that participants would find the contents to be difficult unless they
had experience reading journal articles written in the life sciences. Another reason for the difficulty can be said
to be language related. Evidence of this comes from some participants’ suggestion concerning the use of glossary
to accompany the hypermedia documents. The participants expressed preference for a bi-lingual glossary, such
as English and Bahasa Melayu to aid understanding. This evidence is taken from INTSA, “I prefer to get the
translation from English to Malay. Straightforward”.

In addition, the glossary should be in the form of hyperlink (“I could easily use the hyperlinks to the glossary. It
enables me to make quick reference on the words that I’m not familiar with”). The glossary should consist of
important words in the hypermedia documents. Acknowledging that there are terms in Malay that do not have
one-to-one relationship with the terms in English, one participant suggested in the interview that the English
teachers should work collaboratively with content lecturers to produce a glossary of terms. However, it is
difficult to ascertain if this is a language problem or issues pertaining to accuracy of information since the
participant was able to identify two wrong translations (“There are translated words which are inaccurate like
‘chronic’ and ‘acute’. I suggest that the English instructors seek assistance from the content lecturers to
ascertain the accuracy of the translation”). Related to the accuracy problem could be the credibility of the online
sources as reading for adult learners who are professionals in their own field.

Moreover, individuals’ attitude also affected their interest in reading as admitted by INTRA and INTLI, “OK, by
nature I feel lazy to read or refer to reading materials” and “It is because by nature I don’t enjoy reading. I
prefer the hypermedia but reading takes a long time”.

From the observations and participants’ TAP, it is found that visual design and effect played a role in the
participants (losing) interest in reading. The participants tend to skip the hypermedia documents which were
regarded as being ‘too long’, and perhaps too taxing to read as the result of the size of the words being ‘too
small’ and the gaps between the lines as being ‘narrow’. When enquired further, the participants stated that,
"Sometimes, the website contents make me confuse lah. Some of the reasons are the arrangement is too compact, the words are too small, or the paragraphs are too long. I would prefer if the contents are in point forms and they are put into simple sentences". It was also reported by the participants that when the hypermedia documents were too long, the size of the words too small and there existed narrow gap between the lines, the participants would experience eye and mental fatigue easily. INTLI stated, "I could not concentrate for a long period of time". Another participant, INTNI, gave similar view, "As I mentioned earlier, my retention power is limited I could only read one or two paragraphs then I quit reading". When they experienced eye and mental fatigue, they tend to skip lines and got lost on the computer screen.

When discussing these ‘on the screen’ reading difficulties, all the participants admitted facing the same problem. The findings of this study are almost similar with Tseng’s (2008) study. When reading printed texts, readers tend to move their eyes from left to right, in a straight line. However, when reading a hypermedia document, readers read information in scattered bits and pieces and not as a textual whole. Their eyes move in circular motion (Nelson, 1992). These difficulties progress with age. These participants, being adults, were used to reading printed materials during their schooling years unlike younger learners who are very exposed to the Internet at an early age, and therefore are very well accustomed to the digital print. Design issues come into play at this point. Rightly so, hypermedia documents are designed as they are because they are meant to be interactive and allow for links to other sources, as most other texts online. This particular issue calls for design considerations, on the part of website designers or those more specialized in IT, but as language teachers and designers of digital language learning materials, there is a need to be aware of potential challenges associated with physically reading hypermedia documents among adult learners. On that note it may be possible to engage in prior training for both teachers and learners in terms of dealing with new media and how that might conflict with using traditional texts. It is worth noting at this point that sufficient user training or preparation has been found to be very important toward ensuring success for an e-learning endeavor (Sami & Mohd Mudasir, 2013).

In addition to the situations surrounding most of the participants, one other issue is degree of familiarity. It was reported by the participants concerned that their working environment did not require them to access and use hypermedia documents. It took them a longer time to adapt to the ‘new reading environment’. It could be possible that some degree of motivation was lost in the process because of the challenges associated with adapting themselves to the new environment (Laird, 1985). The participants’ actual reading environment, as it was encountered at work, appears to be in contrast to the reading they were expected to do in the course. In this instance, there was a need for the participants to learn new reading strategies involving hypermedia documents.

With respect to retention power, Tseng (2008) stated that the retention power of adults is also lower than children’s resulting in faster eye and mental fatigue). In many cases, adults relative to children resist new reading strategies as they are already comfortable with their own reading strategies (Laird, 1985). Nevertheless, in the current scenario, adult learners do not have many options but to adjust their reading strategies. It is important that the course designers make necessary improvements to the designed hypermedia documents to facilitate reading.

Some other issues require consideration as well. ‘Dullness’ of the contents of the hypermedia documents were mentioned, and this was attributed to the ‘size of the words’; or font size; (“The size of the words is too small therefore, it is less attractive”) and the lengthiness of the paragraphs, including aspect of color. (“Limited colors on the pages”). Three of the participants stated the font size should be 16. Being adult learners, they tend to shoulder multiple responsibilities (family, work and study), so it is possible that lengthy articles were viewed as ‘cumbersome’ because they faced the problem of time constraints. The participants further commented that when the selected article was too long, the participants lost interest in reading even at first glance (“I quit reading immediately when I see the article is too long”). Continuous forty-five minutes of reading was reported by the participants to be physically demanding as it put a strain on the eye, subsequently causing them to lose concentration. Added on to these challenges were issues such as not owning a laptop, not having Internet connection and having short retention power (“At times we do not have sufficient time, do not have a laptop and others to access the website”).

The textual organization of hypermedia documents was also commented on. It seems that the participants preferred hypermedia documents with subheadings; citing constant disturbances from family members at home and work demands. In that respect, it could be said that they needed a text which was easier for them visually. According to the participants, the subheadings should be of different colors to enable them to distinguish between subheadings and paragraphs. This can be illustrated by a statement obtained from interview responses given by INTAM and INTLI.
“The texts should be designed in such a way that could ease our reading like putting in the subheadings and mark them in different color”

And courses in UKM have started to integrate IT and use its potential for academic or professional purposes. Currently, very few teachers in UKM are tech savvy in the area of learning management systems (LMS). They need to be more computer savvy before they could train the students. They need to be exposed to a different set of language pedagogy for hybrid teaching and to be trained on how to exploit the potential of course management systems before designing a course. She also wrote that the facilitators and course designers need to be trained on course management systems, ethics and conventions that govern the use of online information before designing the course. “The trainings must be conducted continuously, as attitude change would not occur overnight (Norizan 2003, p. 205)”. The teachers who often are also the course designers must be knowledgeable and efficient to manage and deliver suitable course materials. Without sufficient knowledge and support, both parties, the teachers and the students, could easily become technophobic and frustrated as designing and using hypermedia documents, for instance, is a complicated and demanding task (Moras, 2001; Dudeney & Hockly, 2007).

CONCLUSION
It is only through research that the details of the needs can be revealed. It is hoped that the findings of this study which are derived from the students’ responses are able to provide some guidance especially for the course designers and also the teachers. These findings could facilitate the course designers to improve the designed hypermedia documents especially for use in English for Specific Purposes course, such as the one offered for Life Sciences students in the study. It is also hoped that efforts would be focused on developing more online materials to fulfill the needs of Malaysian distance learners. It is because with respect to language skills in the Malaysian scenario, the students considered reading as the most important skill (Radha, 2007).
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